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Educational Highlights: Throughout my time at the College I
have made the President’s List twice and the Dean’s list twice.
My sophomore year I declared a minor in environmental and
sustainability studies which caused me to take a few more science
classes than I anticipated, but now I can talk anybody’s ear off
about natural hazards, the global climate, and water resources.
My junior and senior year I was awarded the Ad Federation/Ken
Adkins Scholarship through the Communication Department.
I studied abroad in Alicante, Spain for a semester where I solely
took classes to learn Spanish, which I think in its own way gave
me a better understanding of what communication is at the
root of it all. This past year my capstone research proposal was
accepted by the Theodore Clevenger Jr. Undergraduate Honors
Conference and I presented my research at the conference in
Nashville this spring.
Research Focus or Project: For my capstone we were given
the assignment of conducting research at an organization of our choosing. Wanting to blend together my
two academic interests I chose to conduct my research study at the Office of Sustainability on campus. I was
interested in why there were so many more women than men interning and working at the office and was
curious to see if and how narrative has influenced the perception of sustainability on the interns at the office.
I used Narrative Theory as my theoretical framework to guide the study. I found that the narrative of students
is shifting, and in turn they are shifting their family’s narratives as well. Sustainability offers an avenue of
empowerment for those who feel like their voices are not heard in other facets of their lives.
Future Plans: Currently my plans post-graduation are to work for a few months saving up money. Then in
the fall I plan to travel with my friend through India, Nepal, and Southeast Asia. However, our plan is to
travel with a purpose, so we will be volunteering at different charities, doing work exchanges on farms and in
communities where they would like to learn English, as well as participating in other programs to learn more
about the cultures we will be in. When I return from traveling I plan to begin looking for a communication
job at an environmental company, or in environmental journalism. I also plan to apply to a few graduate school
programs in environmental journalism.
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